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Rational Co-//-Spaces

Martin Arkowitz and Gregory Lupton

Section 1—Introduction

//-spaces, or spaces having a continuous multiplication with homotopy unit, hâve
been intensively studied m topology In the last twenty five years or so, much work
has also been done on the dual notion of a co-H-space This îs a space X together
with a map X —? X v X, called the comultiphcation, whose composition with each

projection IvI-^Iis homotopic to the îdentity map The pnmary example of a

co-//-space îs the suspension of a space with the natural pinching map A number
of authors hâve investigated basic properties of comultiplications such as homotopy-
associativity [B-C], [Be2], [Ga], homotopy-commutativity [B-G] and existence of
homotopy-inverses [H-M-R2] Others hâve considered when a co-//-space îs

équivalent to a suspension [B-Ha], [B-Hi], [Se] and extensions of one co-//-space
by another [C-N]

In this paper we use the technique of rationahzation or Q-locahzation to study
co-//-spaces This leads to a considération of rational co-//-spaces, î e co-//-spaces
which are also rational spaces We study the totality of homotopy classes of
comultiplications on a rational co-//-space In particular, we are mterested in
whether or not there are infinitely many homotopy classes of homotopy-associative
comultiplications, homotopy-commutative comultiplications, etc on a given rational
co- //-space

It îs well-known that a rational co-//-space X has the homotopy type of a wedge
of rational sphères The latter space admits a standard comultiphcation ansmg from
the pinching map However, X with îts given comultiphcation and the wedge with
the standard comultiphcation need not be co-//-equivalent Thus a rational co-//-
space may admit many comultiplications with différent properties For instance, a

rational co-//-space that has the homotopy type of a wedge of three rational sphères
of dimensions 2, 3 and 5 has infinitely many homotopy classes of homotopy-associa-
tive comultiplications, non-homotopy-associative comultiplications, homotopy-commutative

comultiplications and non-homotopy-commutative comultiplications
The principal tool of the fîrst part of this paper îs the Quillen minimal model

This îs a functor which assigns a differential graded Lie algebra Lx to a space X and
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a homotopy class of differential graded Lie algebra homomorphisms to a homotopy
class of maps. If X is a co-//-space, then we see that Lx and Lx v x are free graded
Lie algebras with zéro differential. From this it follows that a homotopy class of
comultiplications on A&quot; corresponds to a unique homomorphism Lx-+ LXs/ x. The
study of homotopy classes of comultiplications on a rational co-//-space X is

therefore replaced by a study of certain homomorphisms Lx -? Lx v x of free graded
Lie algebras. We hâve found this to be a very effective setting to work in. It would
be possible to phrase the early material of this paper in terms of the rational
homotopy Lie algebra n*(QX)®Q of a co-//-space X, instead of the Quillen
minimal model. In order to do this it would be necessary to relate homotopy classes

of maps of a rational co-//-space into a rational space to the corresponding
homomorphisms of rational homotopy Lie algebras (see [Se, Prop. 2]). Since the

Quillen minimal model of a rational co-//-space is the rational homotopy Lie
algebra, thèse two viewpoints are équivalent.

A main objective of this paper is a study of homotopy-associativity of a rational
co-//-space. Homotopy-associativity is perhaps the most basic property of a

comultiplication and has been widely investigated. Homotopy-associative co-//-
spaces are dual to homotopy-associative //-spaces. The latter occupy a central
position in topology, and are the homotopy analogue of topological groups. A
one-connected homotopy-associative co-//-space X also has spécial properties; for
instance, the homotopy set [X, Y] has a natural group structure, for any space Y.

Although we consider rational co-//-spaces for most of the paper, we hâve been

able to carry over many results to wedges of ordinary sphères. In a sensé thèse are
the simplest finite CW-co-//-spaces; nonetheless they turn out to hâve a surprisingly
rich set of comultiplications—cf. Ganea&apos;s discussion of comultiplications on
S3 v S15 in [Ga, Sec. 4]. In this context we replace the free graded Lie algebras of
the Quillen minimal model by the homotopy groups of a wedge of sphères with
Whitehead product. Hilton&apos;s theorem is fundamental in this approach for it allows

arguments similar to those given earlier to be made. However, the présence of
torsion in the homotopy groups gives rise to additional complexities.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 contains définitions and establishes

the basic framework in which we work. We begin by showing the équivalence of
comultiplications with certain Lie algebra homomorphisms, and we then show that
the latter are équivalent to certain vector space homomorphisms called perturbations.

We next give necessary and sufficient conditions for a rational co-H-space to
admit infinitely many homotopy classes of comultiplications in Proposition 2.7. In
Section 3 we begin our study of associativity of rational co-//-spaces. The main
resuit is Theorem 3.11, which provides a characterization of associativity for a broad
class of comultiplications. Theorems 3.14 and 3.15 give necessary and sufficient
conditions for a rational co-//-space to admit infinitely many homotopy classes of
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homotopy-associative comultiphcations or infinitely many homotopy classes of
non-homotopy-associative comultiphcations, respectively Also, we give a dual

version of a resuit of Leray-Samelson in Theorem 3 18, which implies that any two
homotopy-associative comultiphcations on certain rational co-//-spaces are équivalent

Sections 4 and 5 contain our study of two further topics concerning
comultiphcations on a rational co-//-space homotopy-commutativity and homotopy-
înverses Proposition 4 2 provides necessary and sufficient conditions for a rational
co-//-space to admit infinitely many homotopy classes of homotopy-commutative
comultiphcations Much of Sections 4 and 5, though, îs concerned with examples
which demonstrate many of the possibilités that can occur Examples 4 3 îllustrate
the independence of the notions of homotopy-associativity and homotopy-commu-
tativity Corollary 5 6 shows that left and nght homotopy-inverses with respect to

any comultiphcation on a wedge of two rational sphères always agrée Together
with Proposition 3 16 and Examples 4 3, this gives a rather complète picture of the

comultiphcations on a rational co-//-space of the homotopy type of a wedge of two
rational sphères In Example 5 7, we give an example of a rational co-//-space
whose left and nght homotopy inverses do not agrée

Section 6 contains results on wedges of ordmary sphères Most of the previous
results carry over to wedges of sphères, but others require modification We also

give two examples to îllustrate how certain phenomena, when considered over the

integers, are more comphcated than when considered over the rationals In Example
6 9 we présent a wedge of sphères that admits infinitely many homotopy classes of
non-homotopy-associative comultiphcations, but whose rationahzation does not
Example 6 13 provides a comultiphcation on a wedge of two sphères for which the
left and nght homotopy-inverses do not agrée In Section 7 we work in the

universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra and prove the resuit on which
Theorem 3 11, the main resuit on homotopy-associativity, dépends The fact that
the universal enveloping algebra îs free and associative make ît more suitable than
the Lie algebra for estabhshing our main resuit on associative comultiphcations

We close this section by giving some notation and terminology used in the rest
of the paper Ail topological spaces which we consider are 1-connected, based

spaces of the based homotopy type of a based CW-complex Ail maps and

homotopies préserve base point We do not distinguish notationally between a map
and îts homotopy class Ail vector spaces are vector spaces over Q, the field of
rationals We frequently work with a positively graded vector space V, that îs, a

séquence of vector spaces VUV2, By v e V we mean v eVt for some i We

wnte V &lt;x,, x2, &gt; to mdicate that xï,x2, îs a graded basis of F, and wnte
| v,| for the degree of xn i e | x,\ m if xt e Vm A space Y îs called a rational
space if the total homotopy group 7i*(F) îs a graded vector space The technique
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of rationalization or Q-localization assigns to a space X, a rational space XQ, called
the rationalization of X. It also assigns to a map of spaces /?, a map of rationalized
spaces pQ [H-M-R,, Ch. 2].

We next summarize briefly some of the salient features of the Quillen minimal
model—for détails see [B-L], [Ne], [Ta, Ch. 2, 3]. For a graded vector space
V &lt;Xj, x2,. .&gt;, we dénote the free graded Lie algebra gênerated by V by L(K) or
l(x,, x2,.. .)• Fof free graded Lie algebras Û_(F) and L(W), we dénote the co-
product by l(V) u l(W), and observe that l(V) u l(W) l(V® W). For éléments

x, y in a graded Lie algebra, we sometimes dénote the Lie bracket [x, y] by ad(x)(j),
and similarly [x, [x,. [x, y].. .]], with x occuring r times, by adr(x)(&gt;&gt;). A minimal
differential graded Lie algebra is a free graded Lie algebra with decomposable
differential. The Quillen minimal model functor assigns to a space X a minimal
differential graded Lie algebra (Lx,dx)9 and to a map f:X-+Y a differential
graded Lie algebra homomorphism /: (LX9 dx) -*{LY9 dY). If s~lH*(X; Q) de-

notes the desuspension of the reduced, rational homology of X, i.e.,

(s~lH*(X;Q))n=(H*(X;Q))n + l, then as a Lie algebra Lx l(s-lH*(X; Q)).
There is the notion of homotopy for homomorphisms of minimal differential
graded Lie algebras, and the Quillen minimal model functor provides a bijection of
the homotopy set [LX9 LY] with the homotopy set [X, Y], for rational spaces X and
Y. Further properties of the Quillen minimal model will be recalled as needed.

Section 2—Comultiplications and Lie Algebra Comultiplications

A comultiplication on a space X is a map a : X -? X v X such that p ° a ^ id and
p&apos;oQt^id, where p,p&apos;: X v X^&gt;X are the projections on the flrst and second

summands, respectively. A co-H-space is a pair (X, a), where a is a comultiplication
on X. A comultiplication a is called homotopy-associative if the diagram

X -^~&gt; XvX
« j 1 a v 1

1 v aIvl &gt; XvXvX
is commutative up to homotopy. A comultiplication is called homotopy-commuta-
tive if the diagram

X -^ XvX

XvX
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is commutative up to homotopy, where T is the twisting map given by
T(x, *) (*, x) and !T(*, x) (x, *). A comultiplicationft on X induces a binary
opération on the set [X, Z], for any Z. The opération is written additively and
defined as follows: If/,g e [X, Z], then/+ag (/1g) ° a, where (f\g):XvX-+Z
is the map determined by / and g. It is known that this binary opération gives

[X, Y] the structure of an algebraic loop [H-M-R2, Th. 2.3]. In particular, every
élément/of [X, Z] has a unique left inverse L(f) and a unique right inverse R(f);
i.e., L(f) -fa/=0 and /+a/*(/)=0, where 0 is the homotopy class of the

constant map. If a is a homotopy-associative comultiplication, the left and right
inverses are identical.

Now suppose that F is a 1-connected rational space with //*(F) fînite dimen-
sional. It is known that if F admits a comultiplication, then Y has the homotopy
type of a fînite wedge of rational sphères, i.e., Y ~ Sq1 + l v • • • v S^ + \ for some
integers nl,n2,. ,nk [Be,, Th. 2.2], [He]. Thus, to investigate comultiplications on
a rational space F, it is sufficient to study wedges of rational sphères. Consider the

following example:
2.1 EXAMPLE. The pinching map SP^SP v Sp is a comultiplication on the

/7-sphere, for any p [Sp, p. 41]. Therefore, any wedge of sphères
S&quot;] +1 v • • • v Sw* + * is a co-//-space, with comultiplication constructed from the

pinching map on each factor. If we dénote this map by cr, then
(5&quot;1 + *

v • • • v S&quot;k + &apos;, a) is a homotopy-associative, homotopy-commutative co-//-
space.

Thus any wedge of rational sphères S^j + l v • • • v S£f + * admits a standard

comultiplication o-q, obtained by rationalizing cr. It follows that
(5*2 + * v • • • v S$ 4 \ &lt;jQ) is homotopy-associative and homotopy-commutative. If
F, a) is a rational co-//-space, then Y ~ 5$ + l v • • • v SJf + as spaces, but the

homotopy équivalence from F to 5Q + v • • • v SJJf + ] need not be a co-//-map
from (F, a) to (5^ + ] v • • • v S% + \ &lt;xQ).

The preceding discussion translates easily into DG Lie algebra ternis, via the
Quillen minimal model functor. If F is a rational co-//-space, then F is a wedge of
rational sphères, up to homotopy. Consequently, the Quillen model l(s~lH*(Y))
of F has trivial differential. Furthermore, the Quillen minimal model préserves
coproducts [Ne, Lem. 8.6], and so the Quillen model of the wedge F v F is the

coproduct l(s~lH*(Y)) u L(s~l0+(Y)), with trivial differential. Thus a comultiplication

a on a rational co-//-space F induces a map of free graded Lie algebras
a :l(s-lH*(Y))-&gt;l(s-lH*(Y))ul(s-lH*(Y)). Dénote the Quillen model of F
by Ly, and the Quillen model of F v F by LY u L&apos;Y, where L&apos;Y is just a copy of LY.
Then the projection p : F v Y-+Y induces the canonical projection
n : LYuL&apos;Y-&gt;LY of Quillen models, where n(x) =x and n(x&apos;) =0; similarly the

projection p&apos; : F v F -? F induces rc&apos; : Ly u L&apos;Y-+LY, n&apos;(x) 0 and n&apos;(x&apos;) x.
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2.2 LEMMA. Let Y be a rational co-H-space and let LYbe the Quillen model of
Y. There exists a bijection of sets:

f Homotopy classes of 1 fHomomorphisms 4&gt; LY-+ LYu L&apos;Y

\comultiplications on Y) \ with n o 0 id n&apos; ° (j&gt;

where n and nf are the projections.

Proof The bijection between the homotopy set [Y, Y v Y] and homotopy
classes of differential graded Lie algebra maps [LY, LYw Y] restricts to a bijection
between homotopy classes of comultiplications on Y and homotopy classes of
differential graded Lie algebra maps &lt;/&gt; : LY-+LYuL&apos;Y with n o 0 ~ id and
n&apos; ° &lt;t&gt; ^ id. However, LY and LY v Y hâve zéro differential. For differential graded
Lie algebra maps between Lie algebras with zéro differential, homotopy reduces to
equality, and the resuit now follows.

2.3 DEFINITION, (cf. [Se, p. 67]) A map of Lie algebras &lt;/&gt; : (L(F)-&gt;(L(F)

u fl_( F&apos;) is called a Lie algebra comultiplication, or simply a comultiplication, if n ° &lt;/&gt;

id and n&apos; ° 0 id, where F&apos; is a copy of F.

2.4 EXAMPLE. The standard comultiplication map aQ on a wedge of rational
sphères S$ + l v - &apos; v S$ + l induces the comultiplication &lt;/&gt;0 : l(V) -&gt; L(K) u L(Fr)
given by &lt;/&gt;o(i0 =v +v\ for ail deF. We call &lt;/&gt;0 the standard comultiplication.

By Lemma 2.2, the set of homotopy classes of comultiplications on a rational
co-//-space F is équivalent to the set of comultiplications on IL(F), where
V s~lH*(Y). Thus the focus of most of this paper is the study of those Lie
algebra homomorphisms &lt;\&gt; : L(F) -» 0_(F) u l(F&apos;) such that &lt;j)(v) t; + t?&apos; + £,, for
some £ e L(K) u L(K&apos;) with tt(^) 0 tt7^).

The following terminology is adapted from [N-M]:

2.5 DEFINITION. A graded linear transformation P : K-&gt;L(K) u L(Fr) is

called a perturbation if n o p and 7r&apos; ° P are both zéro. A perturbation P is called a

one-stage perturbation if there is an integer n, such that i^F,) 0, for ail i # n.

Now let F &lt;Xj,. xk &gt; and V &lt;x^ ,...,#£&gt;, where |jc, | \x\ \ nt. Note
that for a perturbation P, P(xJ is a sum of brackets of the éléments

xl9 x2, • xki x&apos;j, JC2,. x^, with no bracket containing only éléments from

x,, x2,..., xk or only éléments from x\, x&apos;2,..., x&apos;k. Also observe that any Lie

algebra comultiplication (f&gt; restricted to F is of the form &lt;/&gt;0| y + P, for P a

perturbation. We write this as (j&gt; 0O -h P.
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2.6 COROLLARY. If Y is a rational co-H-space, then the set of homotopy
classes of comultiplications on Y is in 1-1 correspondence with the set of ail
perturbations P : S-lH*(Y) -+l(s-lH*(Y)) u l(s-lH*(Y)&apos;).

Proof. Suppose (j) : L(F) -&gt; L(V) u L(F&apos;) is a Lie algebra comultiplication. Then
(j&gt; 0O H- P, where P is a perturbation. The resuit follows from Lemma 2.2.

Notice Corollary 2.6 implies that a rational co-/f-space admits either a single

comultiplication or infinitely many, since the set of perturbations is a vector space

over Q. The dimension of this vector space could be used to measure, in some sensé,
the size of the set of homotopy classes of comultiplications on a rational co-H-
space. Indeed, to calculate this dimension, it would be sufficient to know

dim(F,) and dim ((L(F) u l(K&apos;)X), for each L A Witt formula for graded Lie

algebras (cf. [Hi2, p. 155]) provides a formula for the latter in terms of the dimensions

of the F/s. However, we content ourselves with giving necessary and sufficient
conditions for a rational co-//-space to admit infinitely many comultiplications.

2.7 PROPOSITION. Let Y be a rational co-H-space with Y ~ S$ + l v • • • v
*S2f +1, for some integers nx,n2,.. nk with nt ^ 1. Then Y admits infinitely many
comultiplications if and only if there is a j such that n} S^= x atnnfor some integers
at&gt;0 with i;= a, &gt; 2.

Proof Y admits infinitely many comultiplications if and only if there exists a

non-zero perturbation P : V -&gt; 0_( F) u 0_( F&apos;), where F s ~x H* Y)
&lt;x,,.. xk &gt;. If n} Z^= j atnn with ar &gt; 1 and Hrl= xat&gt;2, then define the non-
zero perturbation P(Xj) adai(^i)adfl2(x2) • • • ada&apos;

&quot;

l(xr)(x&apos;r). On the other hand, if
P(Xj) # 0 for some j, then n} Trl==, atnt with YIl= fl, ^ 2. D

Section 3—Assodativity

In this section we give a complète détermination of associative Lie algebra

comultiplications with one-stage perturbation. This leads to necessary and sufficient

conditions for a rational co-//-space to admit infinitely many homotopy classes of
homotopy-associative comultiplications and to admit infinitely many homotopy
classes of non-homotopy-associative comultiplications. We assume for the remain-
der of the paper that F is a rational co-//-space with Y ~ S$ + * v • • • v 5g + * and

that 1 &lt; nx &lt; n2 &lt; • • &lt; nk. We set F s~lH*(Y), and write xl9x2,...,xk for a

fixed basis of F, where |jc,| n{. The following notation will be used freely in this
section:
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3.1 NOTATION. For the graded vector space F, let F&apos; and V&quot; be copies of F.

The free Lie algebra l(F) u L(F&apos;) l(V® F&apos;) will often be denoted l(F, KO, and
the free Lie algebra L(F) u l(F&apos;) u l(F&quot;) l(F0 F© F&quot;) will similarly be
denoted l(V, V, F&quot;). We define homomorphisms jS, y, &lt;5 : l(F, F&apos;) -+ l(F, F&apos;, F&quot;) by
first defining them on vector space generators and then extending to the free Lie
algebras. For v e V set fi(v) v + v&apos;, /?(*/) v&quot;\ y(v) =v, y(v&apos;) vf + y&apos;&apos;; and
&lt;5(t&gt;) v\ ô(v&apos;) v&quot;. We regard Q_(F, F&apos;) and l(F&apos;, F&quot;) as contained in L(F, F&apos;, F&quot;).

Recall from Section 2 the condition for a comultiplication to be homotopy-asso-
ciative. It follows, as in the discussion there, that a comultiplication a : Y-* Y v Y
on a rational co-//-space Y is homotopy-associative if and only if the corresponding
induced map a : L(F) -&gt; L(F) u l(V) satisfîes (1 u a)a (a u l)a:

L(F) —^-&gt; L(F)uL(n
1ua

L(F) u (L(F&apos;)
-^-&gt; L(F) u L(F&apos;) u

3.2 DEFINITION. A Lie algebra comultiplication 0 : L(F) -* L(F) u l(F&apos;) for
which (1 u (f))(j) ((p u 1)0 is called associative.

3.3 LEMMA. Suppose &lt;/&gt; &lt;/&gt;0 + P : L(F) -&gt; L(F, K&apos;) w âf comultiplication,
where (f)0(v) =v+v&apos; for ail v and P 0 on Vn i &lt; n.

(i) If(j) is associative, then P(v) + P(P(v)) ô(P(v)) + y(P(v)) for ail v e Vn.

(ii) Suppose further that P is a one-stage perturbation with P 0 on Vni &gt; n. If
P(v) + p{P{v)) ô(P(v)) -f y(P(v)) for ail v e Vn9 then (f&gt; is associative.

Proof We hâve {&lt;j&gt; u \)4&gt;(v) (&lt;f&gt; u l)(i; -f v&apos; + P(y)) y + v&apos; + P(^) -h i&gt;&quot; +
(&lt;/&gt; u l)P(i;), and similarly 1 u (j))(j){v) =v +v&apos; + v&quot; + P(v&apos;)+(\u 4&gt;)P{v). Thus (j) is

associative if and only if P(v) + (&lt;/&gt; u l)P(i;) P(i?&apos;) + (1 u 4&gt;)P{v) for ail y. If v e Vn9

then P(r) is a linear combination of brackets of éléments of degree less than n, and
thus (&lt;/&gt; u \)P{v) £(/&gt;(!?)) and (1 u (f&gt;)P(v) y(P(v)). Furthermore P{v&apos;) ô(P(v)).
Hence for v e Vn, ((/&gt; u \)(j)(v) (1 u ^(v) if and only if P(v) -h P(P(v))
ô(P(v)) +y(P(v)). This implies (i). For (ii), note that &lt;/&gt; (j)Q on éléments not of
degree n and that &lt;£0 is associative.

Subséquent results in this section require additional notation for perturbations.

3.4 NOTATION. Let P : V-+l(V, V) be a perturbation. We dénote by Pr(xt)
the linear combination in the expression for P(x,) involving only Lie brackets in

jc,, je*, JCj,.. x&apos;k of length r. If P(x,) P2(xt) for ail /, we say that the

perturbation P is quadratic.
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3.5 PROPOSITION. Suppose &lt;\&gt; : l(K)-&gt;L(K, V) is a comultiplication of the

form (j) 4&gt;0 + P, with P a one-stage perturbation. If P is quadratic, then (j) is

associative.

Proof. Let P be non-zero on Vn. Suppose xr e Vn9 and write
P(xr) I ÀJxn x&apos;j]. Then P(xr) + £(/&gt;(xr)) 2: Av[x,, x7&apos;] + 2 A,,,[x, 4-x,&apos;, x7&quot;], and

ô(P(xr)) + y(P(x,.)) S A,Jx;, x;] + E A^x,, xy&apos; + *;]. Since thèse are equal, it fol-
lows from Lemma 3.3 that (/&gt; is associative. D

3.6 REMARK. A similar argument to that of 3.5 holds for certain quadratic
perturbations P that are not necessarily one-stage. One simply requires that, if
P(xr) I XrtJ[xn x&apos;j] for ail r, then P(xt) 0 and P(x&apos;j) 0 for each r, i,y such that

We need to consider the universal enveloping algebra of a free graded Lie
algebra. For a graded vector space F, the universal enveloping algebra of L(K) is

the graded tensor algebra T(V) on K[M-M], [Ta, p. 19]. Multiplication of éléments

v and w in T( V) is denoted by vw v ® w. An élément of T( V) is said to be of
homogeneous length r &gt; 1 if it can be written as a linear combination, with non-zero
coefficients, of products of r éléments of V.

3.7 EXAMPLE. Let V (x,yy, where | x | —p and \y\ 3p. For degree rea-

sons, any comultiplication is of the form (j)(x) &lt;t&gt;0(x) x + x\ and (f){y)

0o(^) + P(y), where P(^) A[x, [x, x&apos;]] + //[x&apos;, [x, x&apos;]] with A, // e Q. Consider
those cases with ^=0, i.e., P(y) A[x, [x, x&apos;]]. A simple calculation shows

that P(y) -f P(P(y)) - ô(P(y)) - y(P(y)) A{[x 4- x\ [x + x&apos;, x&quot;]] - [x, [x, x&quot;]]

— [x\ [x&apos;, x&quot;]]}, and we claim that this is non-zero unless A =0. Inspection alone
suffices in this simple case, but consider the following argument which is applicable
to other situations. Dénote the élément in the braces by /, and consider the image
of x under the standard map i : l(V® V ® V&quot;) -&gt;T(V® V&apos;®V&quot;) into the universal

enveloping algebra. Since / is injective, it is sufficient to show i(x) # 0. Now
i(%) =(x +x&apos;)®(x + x&apos;)®x&quot; — x®x®x&quot; — x&apos;®x&apos;®x&quot; + ri, where rj is a sum
of terms of homogeneous length 3, each having x&quot; in the first or second place. By

expanding the parenthèses, it is clear that for i(x) to be zéro, {x®x&apos; + x&apos;®x)®x&quot;

must be zéro. This is not the case, and so / # 0. Hence &lt;f&gt; is a non-associative

comultiplication if A ^ 0, by Lemma 3.3.

The basic idea behind this last example can be generalized to give the following:

3.8 PROPOSITION. Let V &lt;x,,... ,xk} and let &lt;j&gt; 0O + P • HV) &quot;*

1(F) u IL(F&apos;) be a comultiplication with P 0 on V, for i&lt;&gt;n-\. Suppose

P(xr) A[x,,,[..., [x,5 j, x;j .]] for some xr e Vn and some iu...9is9 where s ^ 3

and A ^ 0. Then &lt;/&gt; is non-associative.
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Proof. We check that P(xr) + P(P(xr)) # ô(P(xr)) + y(P(xr)). As in Example
3.7, a simple calculation shows that

P(xr)

— Fx F Fv r&quot;l 11— \x&apos; F Fx&apos; x&quot;l 1H

Dénote the term in braces by #. The argument of Example 3.7 using the universal

enveloping algebra can readily be generalized to show this latter term is non-zero.
Inductively, one shows that in the universal enveloping algebra,

where rj is a sum of homogeneous length s terms, none of which has x&quot;s in the last

place. Thus P(xr) -h j8(P(xr)) — ô(P(xr)) — y(P(xr)) ^ 0, and so &lt;/&gt; is non-associative
unless À 0, by Lemma 3.3.

3.9 NOTATION. Let T(V, V) T{V ® V) and T(V, V\ V&quot;)

T{V® V&apos;®V&quot;). In analogy to 3.1, define maps fi9y9S: T{V, V) -&gt; T(V, V\ V&quot;) as

follows. On generators v e V and vf e V\ set fi(v) v +v&apos;, p(v&apos;) v&quot;\ y(v) v,
y(v&apos;) vf + v&quot;&apos;y and ô(v) =v&apos;,ô(v&apos;) =v&quot;; and extend to algebra maps. If
V (xl9x2,...,xk &gt;, define the binomial Bt e T(F, V) by i?, x, -h x\.

The central theorem of this section requires the following proposition:

3.10 PROPOSITION. Let Ç e T(V, V) be of homogeneous length r, with r &gt; 3.

Then the equality Ç -h

is a séquence ju ,y&apos;r &gt;v///i j\ e {1,. k}, |^| nJx -h • • • -f fl^

The proof of 3.10 is postponed until the last section.
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3.11 THEOREM. Let V (x{,. xk &gt; and let (f) &lt;/&gt;0 + P be a comultiplica-
tion on L(K) with perturbation P, where P 0 on Vt for i&lt;n. Write

P(xJ)=ïr^2Pr(Xj)for each Xj e Vn.

(i) Ifcj) is associative, then for r &gt; 3, Pr(Xj) can be written

xjiJ{*,;„ |,r;jy

-[xjr[...,[xJr_rxJr]...]] -[*;,,[..., [x;r_,, *;j...]]} (*)

/or each Xj e Vni where XJj e Q and each J is a finite séquence j\,j2, • • • ,jr ^vith

j,e {\,...9k} and n =nJl + - • - + nJr.

(ii) IfP is a one-stage perturbation with P #0 on Vn and if for r &gt; 3, Pr(Xj) can
be written as in (*) for each x, e FB, then cj) is associative.

Proof We work in the universal enveloping algebra of L(K, F&apos;), then use a

resuit of Quillen&apos;s to return to the Lie algebra. Since 0 is associative, Lemma 3.3

implies

PiXj -f P(P(*j à(P(*j + y(P(Xj

for each x, g Vn. The maps p, y and ô ail préserve bracket length, so this équation
splits into homogeneous bracket length components. Thus (f) is associative implies
that

Pr{Xj) + P(Pr(Xj)) ô(P,(Xj)) + y(P,(Xj)) (3.12)

for ail r &gt; 2. In order to work with this equality, we pass to the universal

enveloping algebra T(V, V\ V&quot;). Since the standard map /: L(K, V\ V&quot;)-+

T(V, V, V&quot;) is injective, équation (3.12) holds if and only if

,(Xj)) iô(Pr(Xj))

Using the maps j5, 7, à of 3.1 and 3.9, we see that ifi j8/, iy yi and /&lt;5 ôi:

^7?
L(F, K&apos;, F&quot;)

ô
K&apos;) -^-1 7XF, F&apos;, F&quot;).
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Therefore (3.12) holds if and only if £r + 0(fr) &lt;5(£r) + y(Ér), where &lt;Jr /(/&gt;,(•*,))•

By Proposition 3.10, this implies that, for each r &gt; 3,

- x&apos;Jx ® • • • ® Xjr

But Lemma 2.2 of [gu, Ap. B] asserts that, for any vector space W, the map
p : r(HO-&gt;l-(**0 given by

p(w, ® • • • ® wm _ ® wm) - [w,, [. [wm _ wm].. .]] m &gt; 0

is a left inverse for i : L(^) -? J(^). Hence Pr(Xj) pi(Pr{Xj)\ for each r &gt; 3. This

proves (i).
(ii) By Lemma 3.3, it is sufficient to show that P(Xj) +jS(i)(jc/)) =ô(P(Xj)) +

^(P^)) for each je, e Kw. Since the maps /?, y and &lt;5 ail préserve bracket length,
it suffices to check that Pr(Xj) + P(Pr(Xj)) ô(Pr(Xj)) +y(Pr(Xj)) for each r &gt; 2.

For r 2, the proof of Proposition 3.5 shows this equality holds. It also holds for
r &gt; 3, as is easily shown, since Pr(Xj) has the form described by (*). Thus &lt;/&gt; is

associative.

3.13 EXAMPLES, (i) Let V (xp,y2p, z5p} with subscripts denoting degree.

Define a one-stage perturbation by

P(z) [By, [Bx9 By]] - [y, [x, y]] - [y\ [x\ y&apos;]]

+ [Bx, [Bx9 [BX9 By]]] - [x, [x, [x, y]]] - [x\ [x\ [x\ /]]],

where Bx x + x&apos; and ^ y + j&gt;\ Then Theorem 3.11 implies 0 0O + P is an
associative comultiplication. On the other hand, consider the one-stage perturbation
defined by

Q(z) [y, [x, /]] + [y, [x\ y]] -h [y, [x\ y&apos;}} + [y\ [x, y])

+ [y&apos;,[x,yTÏ+[y&apos;,[x&apos;9yR.

A direct calculation shows the comultiplication &lt;f&gt;0 + Q to be associative, and so

Q(z) can be written as in Theorem 3.11. In fact Q(z) =[By9[BX9By]] -[y, [x, y]]
— [y&apos;&gt; [•*&gt; yl\- Thus it may be difficult to recognize that a given one-stage perturbation

has the form of Theorem 3.11. Nonetheless, 3.11 provides a useful criterion for
associativity, as will be seen.
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(ii) Let V (xp, y2p, z3p &gt; with subscripts denoting degree. Consider the comul-
tiplication (p on l(x, y, z) defined by (j) &lt;j)0 + P, with P(x) 0, P(y) [x, x&apos;] and

P(z) [x, y&apos;] + [x&apos;, y] + [x, [x, x&apos;]] + [x7, [x, x&apos;]]. A straightforward computation
shows that (f&gt; is an associative comultiplication, although P is not a one-stage
perturbation. This example can be generalised to produce many associative comul-

tiplications which do not arise from one-stage perturbations.
Theorem 3.11 leads to necessary and sufficient conditions for a rational co-H-

space to admit inflnitely many homotopy-associative or infînitely many non-homo-
topy-associative comultiplications. Let Y ~ SQ + l v • • • v S$ + \ and consider the

foliowing three conditions on the integers nx,n2,. nk.

Condition (i): For some j, rij axnlx + a2nl2 with ax and a2 ^ 0 and ax + a2 — 2.

Condition (ii): For some y, rij axnx H- • • • H- arnr with each at ^ 0, at least two of
the a,&apos;s non-zero and Z^= x a, &gt; 3.

Condition (iii): For some y, n} a/t, for some / and a &gt; 3.

Thèse conditions are not mutually exclusive, but are exhaustive of the condition
on «,, n2, nk given in Proposition 2.7. Furthermore, when combined with
earlier results, they yield the following theorems.

3.14 THEOREM. // Y is a rational co-H-space with Y - S% + ]

v • • • v S# + \
then Y admits infinitely many homotopy classes of homotopy-associative comultiplications

if and only if the integers nun2,. nk satisfy condition (i) or condition (ii).

Proof Suppose (i) or (ii) is satisfled. If (ii) holds, write n} alnl + • • • +arnr,
with ar &gt; 1. The one-stage perturbation

J\x,) adar - \Br)zd«i(Bx) • • • ad&quot;- - &gt;(Br_x)(Br)

-ad&quot;- - &apos;(jOad^Jc,) • • • ad&quot;- - »(xr_ x)(xr)

-ad&quot;- - &apos;(x^ad-^jci) • • • ad&quot;- - &apos;(*;_,)(*;)

has length at least three and is non-zero. This gives an associative comultiplication
0o + P on l(V) by Theorem 3.11. Suppose (i) is satisfled. If n} 2nlt for t 1 or 2,

set Q(Xj) [xh, x&apos;h]; otherwise, set g(x7) [xirx&apos;l2\. Then the one-stage perturbation

Q gives an associative comultiplication 0O + Q on l(V) by Proposition 3.5. As

was remarked in Section 2, the set of perturbations is a vector space over Q. Thus

one non-zero perturbation yields infinitely many perturbations by taking scalar

multiples. It follows that Y admits infinitely many homotopy classes of homotopy-
associative comultiplications.
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On the other hand, assume there exist infinitely many homotopy classes of
homotopy-associative comultiplications on Y, and that cj) 4&gt;0 + R is an associative

comultiplication on L(F) with R ^ 0. If R2 ¥&quot; 0, condition (i) must hold, so assume
R2 0. Consider the fîrst n for which R is non-zero on Vn. Theorem 3.11 implies
that

KiXj) =1 Vj{[BJl9 [. [BJr_l9BJr]...]]- [xJl9 [.. [xJr_l9xJr]. .]]

for each x} e Vn and for each r &gt; 3. If, in each summand, jr_2~jr_x =jr&gt; trien

Rr(Xj) would be zéro, since [rj, [ry, r]]] 0 for ail rj. By assumption, this is not true
for some r and / Therefore some n} can be written as a linear combination of
n], n2,... rtj_ as in condition (ii).

3.15 THEOREM. // Y is a rational co-H-space with Y - 5^ +l v • • v Sft +

r/z^w Y admiîs infinitely many homotopy classes of non-homotopy-associative
comultiplications if and only if the integers nx,n2,.. ,nk satisfy condition (ii) or condition

(m).

Proof Suppose (ii) is satisfîed and n} axnx 4- • • • + arnr, with ar &gt; 1. Then the

one-stage perturbation defîned by Pix^ 0, for i ^j, and

gives a comultiplication &lt;/&gt; &lt;/&gt;0 + P which is non-associative by Proposition 3.8.

Similarly, suppose (iii) is satisfied. The one-stage perturbation defîned by P(xt) 0,

for i ^j, and P(Xj) ada~ x{xl)(x&apos;l) gives a non-associative comultiplication, again
by Proposition 3.8. Thus if either (ii) or (iii) holds, Y admits infinitely many
homotopy classes of non-homotopy-associative comultiplications.

Conversely, suppose (/&gt;0 -h P is a non-associative comultiplication. If Pr + 0 for
some r ^ 3, then either (ii) or (iii) must hold for degree reasons. So suppose P is a

quadratic perturbation, with P(Xj) Z^r ÀJqr[xq, x&apos;r], for each/ If P(Xj) is a sum of
brackets of éléments on which P is zéro for every j, then by Remark 3.6, &lt;f)0 + P is

associative. Thus for (f)0 + P to be non-associative, there must exist a y such that

P(xJ) IlqtrÀJqs[xq,x&apos;rl and P(xg)#0 or P(xr)#0, for some non-zero Vqjr. If
P(xq) ^ 0, then P(x^) 2,SJ kqst[xsi x&apos;t], and nq=ns + nt for each ^ and / in the sum.
Therefore there exists some nq,nr,nS9nt with n; nq +nr ns + nt + nr, and so

condition (ii) is satisfied. A similar argument holds if P(xr) # 0. Hence if Y admits
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infinitely many homotopy classes of non-homotopy-associative comultiplications,
condition (n) or (m) must hold D

As an application of Theorems 3 14 and 3 15, we consider the case where Y îs

a wedge of two rational sphères

3 16 PROPOSITION Let Y ~ SPQ+ l v S&amp;+
l Ifq 2p, then Y admits infinitely

many homotopy classes of homotopy-associative comultiplications and no homotopy
classes of non-homotopy-associative comultiplications If q np with n &gt; 3, then Y
admits infinitely many homotopy classes of non-homotopy-associative comultiplications

and a unique homotopy class of homotopy-associative comultiplications Other-
wise, te, if p does not dwide q, Y admits a unique homotopy class of
comultiplications, which is necessanly homotopy-associative

Proof If/? does not divide q, there is a unique homotopy class of comultiplications

on Y by Proposition 2 7 Let {xp,yq} be a basis for s lH*(Y), with
subscnpts denoting degrees If q 2/?, the only possible perturbations are of the
form P(y) k[x, x&apos;], for ÀeQ Thèse ail give associative comultiplications by
Proposition 3 5 This proves the flrst assertion Now suppose q np, with n ^ 3 By
Theorem 3 15, F admits infinitely many homotopy classes of non-homotopy-asso-
ciative comultiplications By Theorem 3 14, F admits a unique homotopy class of
homotopy-associative comultiplications

As a further application of Theorem 3 11, we give a dual version of a theorem
of Leray-Samelson To state the theorem, we need the concept of équivalence of
comultiplications

3 17 DEFINITION If a and a&apos; are two comultiplications on the space X, then
oc is équivalent to a&apos; if there is a homotopy équivalence / X-+X such that
a °/= (/ v/) o a If &lt;/&gt;, $&apos; l(V) -&gt; l(V) u L(K&apos;) are Lie algebra comultiplications,
then (j) is équivalent to &lt;£&apos; if there is an îsomorphism of Lie algebras 9 L(V) -&gt; l(V)
such that &lt;/&gt;&apos; o e (6 u 6) o &lt;/&gt;

The notion of équivalence of Lie algebra comultiplications corresponds to the

notion of équivalence of comultiplications on a co-//-space The latter in turn is

dual to équivalence of multiplications on an /f-space We show next that if V is

oddly graded, then any two associative comultiplications on 0_(F) are équivalent
This is an appropnate dual of the Leray-Samelson theorem which asserts that any
two associative diagonals on an oddly generated, free, commutative Hopf algebra
over Q are équivalent [M-M, p 258], [Cu, p 8]
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3.18 THEOREM. Suppose &lt;/&gt; : l(V) -&gt; l(V) u l(K&apos;) w tf« associative comultipli-
cation. If V, 0 for even /, //*e« (/&gt; w équivalent to the standard comultiplication &lt;/&gt;0.

Proof Let F(w) be the graded vector sub-space of V consisting of ail éléments of
degree &lt;n and let {x1)x2,...,xJt}bea basis of V. We show inductively that, for
ail positive integers n, there are comultiplications 0&quot; on L(V) such that &lt;/&gt; is

équivalent to &lt;/&gt;&quot; and 0&quot; &lt;/&gt;o on D_(K(w)). This is true for n 1 since 0 &lt;/&gt;0 on
L(K(1)). Assume &lt;/&gt;&quot;&quot;

* exists with (j&gt;n~ l #0 on L(K(n_ 1}). Write &lt;/&gt;&quot;-
*

0O + P. By
Theorem 3.11, for each x3 e Vn and each r &gt; 3,

- [xyi,[..., [xJr _l9xJr]...]] - [x&apos;JX, [..., [x; _ l5 x;j...]]},

where each J=jl9j2,.. 9jr. Furthermore, P has zéro quadratic part, since Vt 0

for even /. Thus (j)n~\xj) =&lt;t&gt;0(Xj) + Zr*3i&gt;r(jc/). Now deflne a map 6 : F-&gt;L(K)

by putting 0(.x:7 x7 if \x3 \ # « and for each Xj e Vn, 6(Xj x} + Sr ^ 3 0r (x, where

^(x,) Sy^y^j, [. [xJr x,xJr]...]]. The summation is taken over the same

J =ju Jr which appear in the décomposition of Pr(Xj) above. Extend 9 to a

map of Lie algebras 6 : L(F) -&gt;l(F). Then 0 is an isomorphism of Lie algebras;
indeed for x, e Vn,6-\xj) x3 - £r&gt; 3 0r(jcy) while for je, ^ Kw, Ô&quot;1^) xy Deflne
a comultiplication 0W : l(V) -* D_(F) u l(K&apos;) by &lt;/&gt;&quot; (0 u 0)4&gt;n- l0~l. By construction,

(f)n is équivalent to (j)n~~l. On éléments y g V(n_ 0,0(y) y, and so
4&gt;&quot;(v) (t)&quot;-](v). Thus

(0 u

since &lt;l&gt;n~l(xJs) (t&gt;o(xJs) ^, + JCy5, for each xJs appearing in 9r(Xj). Now 0u6 l
on the entries appearing in the sums, so &lt;j&gt;n(Xj) xy + jcy\ Hence &lt;^n~

J is équivalent
to (j)n and (j)n (f&gt;0 on K(rt). This complètes the induction. D

3.19 COROLLARY. If Y is a rational co-H-space with Y ~ S&quot;d + l v • • • v
5J[f + w/r/i a// n, 0ûW, rAew a«^ /wo homotopy -associative comultiplications on Y are
équivalent.
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Section 4—Homotopy-Commutativity

The définition of homotopy-commutativity for co-/f-space given in Section 2

can be translatée into the following Lie algebra définition:

4.1 DEFINITION. A comultiplication &lt;/&gt; : L(V) -? L(V) u l(V) is called corn-
mutative if i(/&gt; &lt;/&gt;, where t : L(F) u l(F&apos;) -? l(F) u t(V) is the twisting isomor-
phism given by t(v) v\ x(v&apos;) t; for v e V and v&apos; g F&apos;.

Now let (Y, a) be a rational co-/f-space and let a : L(K) -&gt; IL(F) u (L(K&apos;) be the

map induced by a, where V s~lH*(Y). It is straightforward to see that a is

homotopy-commutative if and only if a is commutative. Write a &lt;j&gt;0 + P, where &lt;f&gt;Q

is the standard comultiplication and P is a perturbation. Since t#0 (j)0, a is

commutative if and only if xP P. Clearly, for v e V9 xP(v) P(v) precisely when
P(v) w + t(w), for some w e L(K). This fact provides the following analogue of
Theorem 3.14.

4.2 PROPOSITION. Let Y be a rational co-H-space with Y ~ S&quot;4
+1 v • • •

v S$ +1. Then Y admits infinitély many homotopy classes ofhomotopy-commutative
comultiplications if and only if one of the following conditions holds: (/) For some

j\nJ=nll + nl2 with ix i=- i2 or nj=2nt with n, odd. (iï) For some

y, Hj =axnx+ a2n2 + • • • + arnr, with each av &gt; 0 and Vl= at &gt; 3.

Proof Suppose (ii) is satisfied, with ar &gt; 1. Define a one-stage perturbation P as

follows: P(Xj) w + t(w), where w ad*1 (x,)ada2(^2) &apos; * &apos; adar ~ &apos;(^rK^r) and
P(xz) 0 for / ^y. It is easy to see that ÀP(Xj) ^ 0, for X ^ 0 g Q. By construction,
this provides infinitely many commutative comultiplications. Suppose that (i) is

satisfied. Then set w [xll,x&apos;l2] if n} nlx +nl2, and set w= [*,,,*;,] if nj 2nl{.
As before, define P(x/) w+t(h^) and P(X) 0 for / #/ In either case,

IP{Xj) i=- 0, for À 7^ 0 g Q, and so we hâve infinitely many commutative comultiplications.

Conversely, suppose neither (i) nor (ii) holds. Then, for any comultiplication
&lt;t&gt; &lt;/&gt;o + P, P must hâve the form P(xy) À[xn x&apos;t], with xt and x\ of even degree
and X g Q. If 0 is commutative, then 2[x/? x;] P(xy) xP(Xj) A[x;, xj
— X[xnx[], so A=0. Hence, (f) (f&gt;0 is the unique commutative comultiplication.

D

4.3 EXAMPLES. Let Y~SpQ+l v S$+l and let V (xfnyrp} with subscripts
denoting degrees. Consider the comultiplications &lt;f&gt;À (j&gt;0 + XP : L(K) -*

u DL(F&apos;), where A g Q and P is a one-stage perturbation with P(x) 0.
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(i) Let r 2 with p even and put P(y) [x, x&apos;]. The comultiplications &lt;j)x are
associative by Proposition 3.5, but are clearly non-commutative if À # 0. Thus Y
admits infinitely many homotopy classes of homotopy-associative, non-homotopy-
commutative comultiplications.

(ii) Let r 2 with p odd and put P(y) [x, x&apos;]. The comultiplications &lt;j)k are
associative by Proposition 3.5 and are clearly commutative. Thus Y admits
infinitely many homotopy classes of homotopy-associative, homotopy-commutative
comultiplications.

(iii) Let r&gt;3 and put P(y) adr~ l(x)(x&apos;) +adr~~ \x&apos;)(x). The comultiplications

(j), are non-associative if X ^ 0 by Proposition 3.16, but are clearly commutative.

Thus Y admits infinitely many homotopy classes of homotopy-commutative,
non-homotopy-associative comultiplications.

4.4 EXAMPLE. Every comultiplication whose perturbations Pr, for r ^ 3,

hâve the form (*) of Theorem 3.11 and is such that xP2 P2 is also commutative.
For example, let V (xp,yp, z3p}. Then the one-stage perturbation given by
P(z) [x + x\ [x + x\ y + /]] + [y + /, [x + x\ y + y&apos;]] - [x, [x, y]] - [x\ [x\ y&apos;]]

~ [y&gt; IX y]] — [y\ [x\ y% defines a commutative comultiplication.

4.5 REMARK. Let Y - S&amp; + l v • • • v S$ + \ with the «/s ail odd. Then every
homotopy-associative comultiplication on Y is also homotopy-commutative. This
foliows, since Corollary 3.19 asserts that any homotopy-associative comultiplication
is équivalent to the standard one, which is homotopy-commutative.

Section 5—Homotopy-Inverses

In analogy to the discussion of left and right inverses for a co-//-space in
Section 2, we consider left and right inverses for Lie algebra comultiplications. Let
0 : L(K) -&gt;L(F) u L(K&apos;) be a comultiplication and let M be a free differential
graded Lie algebra. Then cp induces a binary opération on the set of homotopy
classes of differential graded Lie algebra maps [L(K), M]. This is denoted additively
and defined as follows: If /, g e [L(F), M], then / +^g (/|#) ° 0, where

(/| g) : L( V) u D_( V) -&gt; M is the homotopy class given by / and g on each sum-
mand. The class of the zéro homomorphism is a two-sided identity élément for -f^.
As in the topological case, this opération admits unique left and right inverses.

5.1 LEMMA. If L(K) is a free Lie algebra with comultiplication (j) and M is a

free DG Lie algebra, then every élément f e [L(F), M] has a unique left inverse and

a unique right inverse with respect to the binary opération +$. In particular, the

identity élément 1 e [L(F)5 L(F)] has unique left inverse À and unique right inverse p.
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Proof. It suffices to prove the existence of a unique k and p in [L(V), L(K)]; for
then the left inverse of / is just f°k, and the right inverse is / ° p. Note that

x+^l=0 is équivalent to (k | \)&lt;f)(v) 0, for ail y e K. Writing
0(t?) i; + v&apos; + ^(t^), we obtain

k(v) -v-(k\\)P(v). (5.2)

This gives an inductive method for constructing k: Let Vu) dénote the graded vector
subspace of V of ail éléments of degree &lt; / and suppose k is defined on HV{n_ 1}).

If v e Vn9 then for degree reasons, P(v) el(V{n_l))ul(V&apos;(n_l)). Now (A | 1) is

defined on L(K(II_ ,}) u L(K(n_ 0) by the inductive hypothesis, so 2(y) is defined by
(5.2). The induction starts by setting k(v) — v for v e Vx. This proves the existence
and uniqueness of k. A similar argument for p holds by setting

p(v) -v-(\\p)P(v). (5.3)

We now investigate whether or not the left inverse k agrées with the right inverse

p, for a free Lie algebra

5.4 DEFINITION. Let P : l(K) -&gt;IL(K) u L(F&apos;) be a perturbation, where
F &lt;x,,. xk &gt;. P is called an even perturbation if, for each /, Pr(xt 0 for ail
odd r. Note that if P is even, then P(xt can be written as a linear combination of
brackets in the éléments xl9 x2,.. xk9 x\, x2, • • •, x&apos;k, such that in each bracket
the number of primed entries is congruent modulo two to the number of un-primed
entries.

5.5 PROPOSITION. Let &lt;j&gt; : L(V) -&gt;l(K) u L(K&apos;) 6e a L/e algebra comultipli-
cation with V &lt;jc,,...,xk}.If(f)=(l)0 + P, with P a one-stage, even perturbation,
then the left inverse k equals the right inverse p.

Proof. Suppose P # 0 on Vn. If Xj e Vm for m # az, then A(x7) -x, p(x;) by
(5.2) and (5.3). Note that (k \ l)(x,) -xJ9 (k \ \)(x;) xJ9 (1 | p)(x,) jc, and
(1 I P)(^y) —Xj. Now let x, g Vn and let j be a bracket in the éléments

*i, x2,... je*, Xi, x&apos;2,. •, x&apos;k appearing in P(xt) with non-zero coefficient. Suppose

X is made up of r of xl9 x29.. ^ and 5 °f xi&gt; X2» • • » ^i- Then
(k | l)(x) - l)rjf and (1 | p)(/) -1)% where x e L(K) is obtained from x by

removing ail primes from the x\,...,xk which appear in %. Since P is even,

W|l)Cc)=(l|p)(x). Thus a|l)P(jcl)=(l|p)/l(xl). By (5.2) and (5.3),

% and so k p.
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5.6 COROLLARY. Every comultiplication on a rational co-H-space Y which
has the homotopy type of a wedge of two rational sphères has left homotopy-inverse
equal to right homotopy-inverse.

Proof. Let V s~lH*(Y) &lt;xp,yq&gt;. If q 2/?, then P(y) fi[x, x&apos;] for some

fi e Q. This is a one-stage, even perturbation, so À p by 5.5. Now let q =rp with
r ^ 3. Then P{y) is a linear combination of r-fold brackets, each bracket involving
only x and x\ Hence (A | l)P(y) 0, since [x, [x, x]] 0. Similarly 11 p)P(y) 0.

Thus by (5.2) and (5.3), X p. If q ^rp for any integer r, then P 0, and A p by
(5.2) and (5.3). Consequently, for any comultiplication on Y with left inverse / and

right inverse r, l r.

Notice that by combining 5.6 with 3.16, we hâve examples of comultiplications
on S^~l v S$+ \ for r &gt; 3, which are not homotopy-associative and yet for which
/ r. We conclude this section with an example of a wedge of three rational sphères

that admits a comultiplication for which / # r.

5.7 EXAMPLE. Let Y^ SPQ+ l v S&amp;+1 v S^ + «+ l and let V slH*(Y)
(xp9yq,z2p + qy. Define a comultiplication &lt;/&gt; : L(V) -? L(F) u L(K&apos;) by 0 &lt;/&gt;0 + P,
where P(jc) /&gt;(&gt;&gt;) and P(z) =[x, [x,y% Using (5.2) and (5.3), we see that
X(z) —z—[x, [x, y]], and p(z) — z + [x, [x, y]]. Thus, if a is the comultiplication
on Y corresponding to (/&gt;, then / # r.

Section 6—Wedges of Sphères

We begin with some terminology and notation. Dénote by Xthe wedge of sphères
S&quot;1 + 1v-v^ + 1 with 1 ^ nx&lt;-&quot;&lt;nk. Let iy g tuOS&quot;1 + &apos;

v • • • v S&quot;k + l) be the

inclusion into the 7&apos;th summand. Since A&quot; is a wedge of sphères, a : X -&gt; Z is

completely determined by the k éléments a*(*!),..., oc*(ik) g rc*(Z). Let
1 i^, ï 1,. i&apos;k be the éléments of 7E*(X v Z) given by the inclusions into the

summands. From the définition in Section 2, if a : X -? X v X is a comultiplication
then

for some P(ïy) g 7rWy+ ^Z v Z) such that p*P(ij) - 0 =p*P(ij) for the two
projections/?,/?&apos; :IvI-&gt;I We call P the homotopy perturbation of the comultiplication
a (cf. Définition 2.5). A comultiplication on X is thus completely specified by the

éléments P(i{),..., P(ik) e n*(X v X). We use homotopy perturbations in order to
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construct and analyse comultiplications on wedges of sphères following the methods
of the previous sections. In particular, we say that a homotopy perturbation P is

one-stage if there exists some m e {«,,..., nk} such that P(ij) 0 except possibly
for those ijEnm+l(X).

6.1 PROPOSITION. // I ^ + 1v-v^ + 1, then X admits infinitely
many homotopy classes of comultiplications ifand only iffor some j, n3 E&apos;=

{ atntfor
integers a, &gt; 0 with Z&apos;=, a, &gt; 2.

Proof Let ^(X) dénote the set of homotopy classes of comultiplications on X
and let Y XQ S% + ] v • • • v Sfâ +

• Then the rationalization functor 6 defined
by 0(a) aQ induces a mapping 6 : &lt;&amp;(X) -&gt;&lt;€(?). It is known that this mapping is

finite-to-one [H-M-R^ Cor. 5.4]. Thus if &lt;g(X) is infinité, then some «7 Z;=, atn,
as in the hypothesis, by Proposition 2.7. Conversely, if some n} 2^= atnn then an
infinité family of comultiplications can be defined on X, in analogy to the proof of
Proposition 2.7.

6.2 REMARK. Proposition 6.1 was known to Arkowitz and Curjel (unpub-
lished) and is also a conséquence of a resuit of Naylor [Na].

For the remainder of this section, the bracket opération in homotopy groups
will be the Whitehead product. For properties of the Whitehead product refer to
[Wh, Ch. 10].

6.3 PROPOSITION. Let a be a comultiplication on X Sn^x v • • • v Sn* + &apos;

with homotopy perturbation P.

(i) Suppose P is a one-stage homotopy perturbation with P ^0 on nm+ \(X). If
for each iy enm + l(X), P(ij) Ir&gt;, &lt;5[*r, i&apos;s] for integers a\^ then a is homotopy-
associative.

(ii) Suppose that P(ij) is a torsion élément for ij enr+i(X) if r &lt;m, and that
there exists some xJznm+x(X) with P(ij) a[i,,, [i,2,. [ifj __,,*;,].. •]] for some

non-zéro integer a, where s &gt; 3 and ir e {1,.. k} for each r. Then a is non-
homotopy -associative.

Proof (i) The proof given in Proposition 3.5 holds over the integers.

(ii) The rationalization aQ is a comultiplication on XQ. The associated Lie
algebra comultiplication (/&gt; has perturbation as in Proposition 3.8. Since (j&gt; is

non-homotopy-associative, a is non-homotopy-associative. D

6.4 NOTATION. Let J=j{,.-.Jr be a séquence of integers with each

h e {1,. k}. Define the éléments

Bj [o71 + *;,), [..., [(iJr _, + ïJr _,), (hr + *;,)] • • -il,

h=[ijl9[-&quot;iiJi&gt;iJ-ïï and &apos;/=[&lt;;,&gt;[• ••&apos;K-.&apos;^J---]]
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in 7i*(X v X). An élément x e n*(X v X) is said to be of standard associative form
if

with o, g Z, where the sum is over séquences / of length at least three (cf. Theorem
3.11). In particular, zéro is an élément of standard associative form.

6.5 THEOREM. Let X S&quot;1 +l v • • • v S&quot;k + l and let a be a comultiplication
on X with homotopy perturbation P.

(i) Suppose that P is a one-stage homotopy perturbation with P =^0 on nm+ \{X).
If, for each ij enm+l(X)9 P(ij) can be written in standard associative form, then a is

homotopy-associative.

(ii) Suppose that a is homotopy-associative and that P(ij) is a torsion élément for
ail ij e nr+l(X) such that r &lt;m. Then there exists an integer N such that, for each

N&apos;Pd^^aUini&apos;s] + Xj,
r,s

where Xj is in standard associative form.

Proof (i) This is checked by a straightforward calculation.

(ii) Since a is homotopy-associative, so is &lt;xQ. Furthermore, aQ has homotopy
perturbation PQ which is zéro on nr+l(XQ) for r &lt;m. Thus Theorem 3.11 applies,
and so for each i7 g nm + x(XQ)9

where the ÀJrs and kJj are rationals, and the it and \\ now dénote the two inclusions
of S% +1 into IQvIQ. Choose a finite collection of non-zero integers as follows:
for each non-zero ÀJryS, let NJrs be such that NJnskJrs is an integer; for each non-zero
ÀJj, let NJj be such that NJjkJj is an integer; for each ij enr+l (XQ) with r &gt;m, let Nj
be such that NjPQ(ij) is a sum of brackets in the it and the i&apos;t with integer
coefficients. Let M be the product of ail the NJttS9 the NJd and the Nr Write

H^ MkJryS and \xJj MkJj. Define a homotopy perturbation P on X by P(ij) 0

for ij g nr + (X) such that r &lt; m,
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for i, g nm+ ,(Ar), and P(ij) MPQ(ij) for i} g nr+l(X) with r &gt; m. Then P(^) and

MP{i}) rationalize to the same élément in nn + x(XQ v XQ), for each/ Therefore,
MP(i}) P(ij) +t7 for some torsion élément t;€^+,(IqvIq). Suppose that
each Xj has order M7 and set N MMX- • • Mk. Then for
i, g nm+ X(X), NP(ij) M, • • • MkP(ij\ which is easily seen to hâve the desired
form.

The foîîowing theorems refer to conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) preceding Theorem
3.14.

6.6 THEOREM. A wedge of sphères S&quot;&gt; + l v • • • v S&quot;k + l admits infinitely
many homotopy classes of homotopy-associative comultiplications if and only if
condition (i) or (ii) on the integers nu nk holds.

Proof If (i) or (ii) holds, then proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.14.

Conversely, assume that neither (i) nor (ii) holds. Let a be a homotopy-associative
comultiplication with homotopy perturbation P. We prove inductively that each

P(it) is a torsion élément in nn + }(X v X). Assume this is true for ail i} e nr+l(X)
such that r &lt;m. Then, by Theorem 6.5, there is some integer TV such that for each

i, g 7im+ i(X), NP{ij) S,, aJrs[ir, i&apos;s] + Xj, where %, can be written in standard
associative form. Since condition (i) does not hold, then N - P{ij) Xj- Since

condition (ii) does not hold, then X, aJj(Bj — ij — i&apos;j), where J =j\J\, • ,j\-
However, / is a séquence of length at least three and [rj, [rj, rj]] is a torsion élément
for any y\, so each N • P{i}) is a torsion élément. Thus P(i;) is a torsion élément for
each \t g nm+ }(X). This complètes the induction. Since there are only finitely many
torsion éléments in the group ZJL } nn +, (X v X), there are only finitely many
homotopy perturbations that give homotopy-associative comultiplications. This
complètes the proof.

6.7 PROPOSITION. A wedge of sphères S&quot;1 + l v • • • v S&quot;k + l admits infinitely
many homotopy classes of non-homotopy-associative comultiplications if condition (ii)
or (iii) on the integers «,,. ,nk holds.

Proof. The proof given for this implication in Theorem 3.15 holds over the

integers.

Unlike Theorem 3.15, the converse of Proposition 6.7 is not true, as Example
6.9 below shows.

In what follows, we let br e n « (X v X) dénote a basic product in the
&apos;i, • ik91\,..., ik [Hi2, p. 154], such that br contains at least one entry from the

h, • • •, ik and at least one entry from the i\,.. i&apos;k. If P is a homotopy perturba-
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tion, it follows from Hilton&apos;s theorem [Hi2, Th. A] that P(ij) Sr br ° 9r for each

ij 6 nn + (X), where br is a basic product, \br | dénotes the degree of br and
9r 6 nn +

i(5&apos;*r I). This sum can be decomposed into a torsion part and a free part:

P(h)= Z 6,°0,+ X Vi (6.8)
5, 05 torsion t, 0t free

Note that if 9S is a suspension, then left-additivity holds, i.e.,

(ax+a2) ° 6S axo Qs + a2o 9S for any homotopy éléments al,a2. In particular,
(nax) o 9S n(a{ o 05) a! o (W05).

6.9 EXAMPLE. Let X S7 v S11 v S21 and observe that neither condition (ii)
nor condition (iii) holds for 6, 10, 20. Define a collection of comultiplications on&quot; by

/^(ij) =0, Pn(i2) =0 and ^&quot;(13) =[*i,[*i, i\]] ° 0 + n[i2, i2]9 where n is an integer
and 0#Oe7i21(S19)=Z2 [To, Ch. 14]. We check that (a&quot; v l)a&quot;(i3)-

(a&quot; v l)a&quot;03) (aw v l)(i3 4-1&apos;3 + [ils [i,, ii]] ° 0 + n[i2, 1J

«3 + &apos;3 + [*i, [*i, «ifl ° S H&quot; «[ï2, «2]

+ «3 + [M + &lt;

1 [»1 + *i&gt; «il] ° fi + «[l2 + «

Similarly,

(1 v ocn)ccn(i3) i3 -h i3 + 1; 4- [iî, [ii, iïJ] o 0 -f n[i5, i5]

Since 6 is a suspension, we obtain

(a&quot; v l)a&quot;(i3) -(1 v a&quot;)a-(i3) =[i,, [ii, *&apos;,&apos;]] ° fi + [^1, [*„ iïD « fi.

Commutativity and the Jacobi identity for the Whitehead product and the fact that
0 has order two yield

(a&quot; v l)a&quot;03) - (1 v a&quot;)a«03) [iï, [i,, i\]] o 9,

which is non-zero by [Hi2, Th. A]. Thus a&quot; is a non-homotopy-associative comulti-
plication, for each n. Notice that XQ S7Q v Sq1 v 5q only admits homotopy-
associative comultiplications, whereas X admits infinitely many non-homotopy-
associative comultiplications.
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We now consider homotopy-commutativity for a wedge of sphères Proposition
4 2 and Examples 4 3 carry over Verbatim into this context Of more interest,
perhaps, îs a considération of how torsion éléments can affect homotopy-commuta-
tivity Let r n*(X v X) -+n*(X v X) dénote the homomorphism induced by the

twisting map T IvI-^IvI Let a be a comultiphcation on X
S&quot;1 + l v v S&quot;k + \ with homotopy perturbation P Notice that a îs homotopy-
commutative if and only if xP P

6 10 EXAMPLES Let X Sp + l v S«+l and let i, g np+ X{X) and

li€nq+\(X) be the inclusions We shall consider two différent pairs (/?, q) to
îllustrate the rôle of torsion In each case, we define a one-stage homotopy
perturbation P with /&gt;(!,) 0

(î) Let X S3 v S7 and define P(i2) [i,, i\] ° 0, where 0 # 0 e 7r7(S5) Z2,
which îs a suspension [To, Ch 14] Then t([ï,, *î] ° 0) — [i,, i\]) ° 0

[ii,ii]°(—0) But 0 îs of order two, so t([i,, i&apos;,] o 0) [i,, i&apos;,] o 6 Also, the

one-stage homotopy perturbations Qn(i2) n([ix, [il9 i&apos;,]] H- [i\, [i\, «,]]), for « an

integer, give homotopy-commutative comultiphcations Thus there are two infinité
familles of homotopy-commutative comultiphcations on X, one given by the Qn and

one by the P + Qn

(u) Let X S3 v S8 and define P(i2) [h, i\] ° 0, where 0 îs an élément of
order three in 7i8(S5)=Z24 [To, Ch 14] Then xP{i2) — [*i, *î J) ° 0» so a îs

homotopy-commutative if and only if (— [iu i\]) ° 0 [i,, z&apos;,] ° 0 Since 0 îs a

suspension, a îs homotopy-commutative if and only if [i,, i\] o 20 =0 The latter
holds if and only if 20 0 However, 20 # 0, since 0 has order three Therefore a

îs non-homotopy-commutative The rationahzation of a, however, must be homo-

topic to the standard comultiphcation on S3Q v Sq since P(i2) îs a torsion élément,
and hence aQ must be homotopy-commutative This gives an example of a

non-homotopy-commutative comultiphcation whose rationahzation îs homotopy-
commutative

We next présent a bnef treatment of homotopy-inverses for comultiphcations on
a wedge of sphères We do not give gênerai results, but instead emphasize examples
It îs straightforward to construct examples of comultiphcations whose left and nght
homotopy-mverses are equal, as in the proof of Proposition 5 5 However, the

présence of torsion allows more possibilités as the followmg example shows

6 11 EXAMPLE Let X S2 v S2 v S5 and let P be the one-stage homotopy
perturbation given by P(i3) [il5 [il912]] ° 0 + [iu [h, [*i, t&apos;i]]], where 0 # 0 e ns(S4)

Z2[To, Ch 14] Then by (5 2) and (5 3) and the fact that 0 has order two, we hâve

that / r for the correspondmg comultiphcation on X
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We next show how torsion can lead to différent left and right homotopy-
inverses.

6.12 EXAMPLE. Let X S6 v S6 v S29 and let P be the one-stage homotopy
perturbation given by P(i3) [ix, [ix, * 2H ° 0, where 6 is an élément of order three in
^29(^16) ^3&gt; which is a suspension [To, Ch. 14]. If / and r are the left and right
homotopy inverses for the corresponding comultiplication a, then it is easily shown
that / ^ r. Notice that P(i3) is a torsion élément and so aQ is the standard

comultiplication on Sq v Sq v Sq. Thus aQ has identical left and right homotopy
inverses.

We conclude this section with an example which shows Corollary 5.6 is not true
for a wedge of two ordinary sphères. This example again illustrâtes the variety of
behaviour which can be displayed by comultiplications on a wedge of two sphères.

6.13 EXAMPLE. Let X S4 v S10 and define a one-stage homotopy perturbation

by P(i2) [ii, [ii, i\]]. Let / and r be the left and right homotopy
inverses for the comultiplication a corresponding to P. Then (/, \)*P(i2)
Di&gt; [ii» ii]] h*[h [i, i]], where i e n4(S4) is the identity class. Similarly
(l,r)«P(ï2) -!,?[!, [!,i]]. If/ r, then (/, 1)*P(*2) (l,r)*/&gt;(i2), by (5.2) and

(5.3), and so [j, [i, i]] — [i, [*, i]]. This is impossible, since [j, [i, /]] e nl0(S4) has

order three [Hi,]. Thus a has distinct left and right homotopy-inverses. This

example extends to S2n v S6&quot;&quot;2 for n ^ 2, since [i, [i, i]] e n6n_2(^2n) is known to
hâve order three for n &gt; 2.

Section 7—Proof of Proposition 3.10

This final section is a technical one devoted to the proof of Proposition 3.10. The

proof is given after several lemmas concerning the maps /?, y, ô : T(V, V) -&gt;

T(F, V\ V&quot;). For the purposes of the proof, we introduce some notation. Suppose
the vector space V has basis {xl9x2,... ,xk}. As before, dénote the binomial

xt + x&apos;t e T(V, V) by Br Now extend this notation by defining, for each séquence

/ /,, i2,. ir, with ij 6 {1, 2,..., le},

*/ xtlxl2 &quot;-xlr and x&apos;t x\xx\2 • • • x\r.

Observe that we dénote multiplication in the tensor algebra by juxtaposition. Thus,
for example, Bl2 BxB2 (x} + x\){x2 4- x2) xxx2 + xxx2 -f x\x2 -f x\x2. Notice
that P(xt) Bt and y(x[) S(Bt). Throughout the following lemmas, x dénotes an
élément of T(V, V) of fixed homogeneous length.
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7.1 LEMMA. (i) P(x) 0 if and only // * 0, and (ii) y(x) 0 if and only if

Proof (i) Clearly /?(0) 0. For the converse, fi préserves length, so we use

induction on the length of /. Suppose x is of length 1. Write x £ (Àlxl + /i,.*,&apos;), so

that P(x) I (A,(jc, +x|)+ //,jc;&apos;). Thus /8(/) 0 implies kt 0 and ju, 0, for ail i.

Now suppose x is of length r + 1 for some r ^ 1. Write / £ (x,v4, -f Jt,&apos;O, where

4 and CteT{V,V&apos;\ and both are of length r. Then j8(;t) =Z(jci0(,4i)+
jt;j8O4f) + x&apos;IPiC,)), so )8(x) 0 implies p(A,) 0 and j5(C,) 0. Thus ^, 0 and
C, 0 by the inductive hypothesis. Hence (i) is proved by induction. The proof of
(ii) is similar.

7.2 LEMMA. If x has homogeneous length r, then p(x) y(x) if and only if
X £/ ùfBf, where the sum is taken over ail séquences I of length r.

Proof If x 2/^/tf/, then P(x) y(x) since p(Bf) y{B,) for each /. For the

converse we again argue by induction. If x has length 1, then x £ (^i*/ H~ A^i-^f )• So

j8(x) I(^^ + ÂX + ^^D and y(x) £(/U, -h /i,x; -f nX). Thus jî(^) y(x)
implies E AjX,&apos; 2 \ilx&apos;l and so A, \xl for ail /. Hence x =^ ^tBr Now suppose / has

length r + 1, for some r ^ 1, and assume the resuit holds for length r terms. Write
X I (M, -f *;C,), where ^I9 C, g T(V, V) both hâve length r. Then

jffft) I {xMAt) + x;^J + xî&apos;jfKC,)) and yfo) I (xj^J + x^C,) + xl&apos;KO).

Therefore j%t) =?(*) implies jS(^) y(^), P(At)=y(Ct) and 18(0=7(0. The
first and third of thèse latter equalities give At S, X&apos;fBj and Cz Hj^B/ for some
A&apos;7, ju&apos;7, by the inductive hypothesis. From the second and third equalities, we obtain
P(At)=P(Ct). This implies At Ct by Lemma 7.1. Thus

BJ XlJl&apos;IBh/. D

The proofs of the next four lemmas are omitted. They follow an identical

pattern to the proofs of the previous two by induction over the length of x-

7.3 LEMMA. (i) y(x) X ifand only if x e T(V), and (ii) fi(x) X ifand only if
0.

7.4 LEMMA. (i) y(x) ô(x) if and only ifx=O&gt; and (ii) p(x) ô(x) if and only

7.5 LEMMA. x + P(x) y(x) lf and only if x ï A7 {B, - x,}.

7.6 LEMMA. P(x) (5(z) + y(x) if and only if x £ X,{B, - x)}.
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7.7 LEMMA. Let A and C be éléments of the form A =Z A7(i?7 — x7) and
C L Hf(Bf — x7), where each / in the sum is a séquence of length r with r ^ 2.

Then C + £(/*) &lt;5(^) + y(C) if and only if k, \it for ail /.

Proof. If kg /i7 for ail /, then clearly C -h )9(^) ^(^f) + y(C). We prove
the converse by induction on r. Suppose r 2, so that BI Blhl2 for each /.
Expand Z?7 as x^ZJ^ + x^i?^, and write A Z A7{xM(iîl2 —xl2) -hx^^J and
C IM*,,£,2+ *;,(£,,-*;,)}. Then

C H- p(A) X xlx(jigBl2 + kfp(Bl2 - xl2)) -h terms with leading entry x\x or x&apos;t\;

and

-h y(C) Y, xixViy(Bi2) + terms with leading entry x\x or x&apos;!r

Thus C + /?(^) Ô(A) + y(C) implies I,2 {/i75/2 + A7j8(x;2)} Z,2 Ai7y(5l2), for each

fixed /,. The latter equality implies kt ^7 for each /, since jS(x//2)=x;&apos;2 and

y(^,2) xl2 +x\2 + x&quot;2. This starts the induction.
Assume the resuit holds for length r éléments and let A and C be of length r + 1,

for some r ^ 2. Expand ^ and C as A =ltk/{xll(Bl2t ,ir + l~
*,2, Wl)+x;,B/2, ,wi} and C Z/i/{xMi?l2. ,,r + 1

+ ^,2i ^J^-
^i2. ,*r +

,)}&gt; where / /i,/2,... ,&apos;V+i.

+ terms with first entry xly or x&quot;x\

and

+ terms with first entry xM or x&quot;r

Hence C H- f$(A) ^(^) + y(C) implies, for each fixed /,, that
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where the sums are taken over ail séquences i2,. il+ i. The induction hypothesis
applied to the terms A =1, Àf(Bl2 ,ir + l~xi2, ,&apos;r + i) anc* ^=
I fi/(Bl2 ,ir + x~ x&apos;i2,

+
yields A7 /u/ for ail /. Thus induction is complète,

and the resuit follows.

Proof of Proposition 3.10. It is straightforward to check that if £ has the form
described in Proposition 3.10, then ^ + /?(£) ô{Ç) +}&gt;(&lt;!;). We prove the converse.
Suppose ^ e T(F, V) is of length r + 1, with r ^ 2. Write £ I,(x;^ + JtJÇ,),
where ^7, C, e T(V, V) are of length r. Expanding £ + /?(£) Ô(Ç) -h y(^) and

equating terms with fîrst entry xJ9 x&apos;J9 or x&quot;, respectively, we hâve the following
three équations for each j:

AJ+P(AJ)=y(AJ) (7.8)

C7 + j8(^)=5(^)+y(C7) (7.9)

P(CJ)=ô(CJ)+y(CJ). (7.10)

Now, Lemma 7.5 and (7.8) imply that A} I ^{Bj - x,). Similarly, Lemma 7.6

and (7.10) imply C, I \i3j{Bj - x\). Thus Lemma 7.7 and (7.9) show kJt /iy7 for
each j and /. Hence

Z Z

y

where / is the séquence y, / and kj ÀJf. D
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